Semantic Search Systems Based Triple
semantic search - computer science - we have built two semantic search systems. the ﬁrst system, activity based search (abs), provides semantic search for a range of domains, including musicians, athletes,
actors, places and prod-ucts. the second system (w3c semantic search) is more focused and provides semantic
search for the website of the world wide knowledge acquisition for semantic search systems knowledge acquisition for semantic search systems wang wei, payam m. barnaghi, andrzej bargiela school of
computer science university of nottingham (malaysia campus) evaluating semantic search systems to
identify future ... - evaluating semantic search systems to identify future directions of research? khadija
elbedweihy 1, stuart n. wrigley , fabio ciravegna , dorothee reinhard 2, and abraham bernstein 1 university of
she eld, regent court, 211 portobello, she eld, uk fk.elbedweihy, s.wrigley, fravegnag@dcsef semantic web
enabled search systems based on the domain ... - joo and lee semantic web enabled search systems
proceedings of the eleventh americas conference on information systems, omaha, ne, usa august 11 th-14
2005 ontology is seen as a key enabler for the semantic web. semantic-based knowledge representation
2 - nasa - semantic-based knowledge representation james c. trawick nasa iv&v program human exploration
and operations – exploration systems directorate kennedy space center, fl, usa 011.321.861.8396 –
james.cawick@nasa omnisearch: a semantic search system based on the ontology ... - intent of the
user, and the nature of the search space. in general, semantic search requires the use of struc-tured
knowledge, such as ontologies, in the modeling and interpretation of queries. ontologies can help improve the
search by query expansion. one main idea in many semantic search systems (e.g., [25–29]) is, the original
understand short text by harvesting and analyzing semantic ... - analyzing semantic knowledge . s.
balu1 1 assistant professor cse, k.s.rangasamy college of technology, ... is primarily based on text-based
retrieval. such systems search for trademarks that match some or all words in a string text query. in a recently
launched search system, the ohim provides an option that allows users to search for ... semantic search in
peer-to-peer systems - seattle university - based search protocol based on semantic groups and selective
one-hop node vector replication, to direct the query to the most relevant nodes responsible for the query,
thereby achieving high recall while probing ... , ∗ semantic search in peer-to-peer systems to. ... ontologybased semantic search engine for healthcare services - unlike existing search engines that make use of
syntax or keyword-based search, the semantic search engine can retrieve accurate and relevant information
based on ontology. the search engine makes use of semantic similarity of inputs, outputs, preconditions and
effects between concepts, to retrieve relevant information. a semantic vsm-based recommender system arxiv - b. ontology-based recommender system and other the proposed ontology-based information retrieval .
the idea of employment of ontologies in ir systems backs to the first semantic search engines like rdql,rql and
sparql which unstructured information of documents were stored in forms of conceptual ontology and then the
service-based semantic search in p2p systems - service-based semantic search in p2p systems devis
bianchini, valeria de antonellis and michele melchiori university of brescia, dipartimento di elettronica per
l’automazione, via branze, 38 download semantic based visual information retrieval pdf - open issue.
virtually all the systems based on automatic stor-age and retrieval of visual information proposed so far use
low-level perceptual representations of ... information visualization and semantic search xia lin ischool at drexe
l ... – umls-based a small world overlay network for semantic based search in ... - a small world overlay
network for semantic based search in p2p systems mei li1, wang-chien lee1, anand sivasubramaniam1, and
dik lun lee2 1 pennsylvania state university, university park, usa {meli, wlee, anand}@cseu 2 hong kong
university of science and technology, hong kong dlee@cst abstract. for a peer-to-peer (p2p) system holding
massive amount of the state of the art of ontology-based query systems: a ... - based search/query
systems on making queries: the keyword search with augmenting of ontology, multi-facet (so-called viewbased) search, and native ontology-based search/query. this work has been generously supported by aseauninet and the austrian national bank within the framework of the project a semantic search engine using
semantic similarity measure ... - mendations. the semantic based search systems is more effi-cient when
compared to most of the syntactic based search systems by providing the most relevant web pages to the
user. in the proposed system a model semantic search engine has been created which uses the technique of
semantic similarity between the words.
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